Cedar Hill Ladies
2018 Memorial Cup
Tuesday, July 3, 2018
Notice to Competitors

Format: Alternate Shot
One partner will tee off from the odd holes, the other from the even holes,
alternating shots until the ball is holed.
Handicap is determined by adding handicaps of both players and dividing by 2.
Played incorrect order: [Rule 29-3] Cancel the strokes, two stroke penalty, replay
in correct order.
Penalty shots are to be added at the end of the hole and do not effect the order of
play. (Add one stroke at the end of the hole.)
If you hit your ball out of bounds, your partner must hit from the tee or from
where you hit the ball. (Add one stroke at the end of the hole.)
Ties will be broken by matching score cards as recommended by Golf Canada
Rules of Play: RCGA Rules of golf will apply.
Summer rules.
If in doubt as to procedure: [Rule 3-3] Play a second ball, declaring to fellow
competitors the preferred ball, she may without penalty complete the hole with 2
balls then report to rules committee.
Prizes: This is a low net tournament with a trophy for low net. There will be one
low gross prize and other net prizes.
No Show: In the event of a no show, if the no show has the lower handicap the
player in the group with the lowest handicap will play with two partners.
If the no show has the higher handicap the player in the group with the highest
handicap will play with two partners.
Score Cards: Players will exchange, sign and attest scorecards. Do not sign
cards until after the game and before turning in the card. All players including
those who withdraw must submit score cards.

Rules Committee –Mel Rutledge, Diane Russell, Ann Young

